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Abstract		10 

Studies	 on	 spatial	 navigation	 reliably	 demonstrate	 that	 the	 retrosplenial	 complex	11 

(RSC)	 plays	 a	 pivotal	 role	 for	 allocentric	 spatial	 information	 processing	 by	 providing	12 

heading	 information	 and	 by	 translating	 spatial	 information	 represented	 based	 on	13 

egocentric	and	allocentric	spatial	reference	frames	(SRF).	While	more	and	more	imaging	14 

studies	 investigate	 the	 role	 of	 the	 RSC	 in	 spatial	 tasks,	 high	 temporal	 resolution	15 

measures	such	as	electroencephalography	(EEG)	are	missing.	To	investigate	the	function	16 

of	 the	RSC	 in	spatial	navigation	with	high	temporal	resolution	we	used	EEG	to	analyze	17 

spectral	 perturbations	 during	 navigation	 based	 on	 allocentric	 and	 egocentric	 SRF.	18 

Participants	 performed	 a	 path	 integration	 task	 in	 a	 clearly	 structured	 virtual	19 

environment	 providing	 allothetic	 information.	 Continuous	 EEG	 recordings	 were	20 

decomposed	 by	 independent	 component	 analysis	 (ICA)	 with	 subsequent	 source	21 

reconstruction	 of	 independent	 time	 source	 series	 using	 equivalent	 dipole	 modeling.	22 

Time‐frequency	 transformation	 was	 used	 to	 investigate	 reference	 frame‐specific	23 

orientation	 processes	 during	 navigation	 as	 compared	 to	 a	 control	 condition	 with	24 

identical	 visual	 input	but	no	orientation	 task.	Our	 results	demonstrate	 that	navigation	25 

based	 on	 an	 egocentric	 reference	 frame	 recruited	 a	 network	 including	 the	 parietal,	26 

motor,	and	occipital	cortices	with	dominant	perturbations	 in	 the	alpha	band	and	theta	27 

modulation	 in	 frontal	cortex.	Allocentric	navigation	was	accompanied	by	performance‐28 

related	desynchronization	of	the	8‐13	Hz	frequency	band	and	synchronization	in	the	12‐29 

14	Hz	 band	 in	 the	 RSC.	 The	 results	 support	 the	 claim	 that	 the	 retrosplenial	 cortex	 is	30 

central	 to	 translating	 egocentric	 spatial	 information	 into	 allocentric	 reference	 frames.	31 

Modulations	 in	 different	 frequencies	 with	 different	 time	 courses	 in	 the	 RSC	 further	32 

provide	 first	 evidence	of	 two	distinct	 neural	 processes	 reflecting	 translation	 of	 spatial	33 

information	based	on	distinct	reference	frames	and	the	computation	of	heading	changes.	34 
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	1 

Introduction	2 

Spatial	 navigation	 is	 central	 for	 the	 survival	 of	 a	 species	 and	 requires	 integration	 of	3 

allothetic	information	(e.g.,	landmarks)	as	well	as	idiothetic	information	(e.g.,	vestibular	4 

input)	to	construct	spatial	representations.	The	resulting	representations	can	be	broadly	5 

classified	to	be	based	on	allocentric	or	egocentric	spatial	reference	frames	(SRFs)	with	6 

the	origin	of	the	underlying	coordinate	system	centered	on	aspects	of	the	environment	7 

or	 the	 ego,	 respectively	 (Klatzky,	 1998).	 An	 allocentric	 representational	 system	 is	 an	8 

object‐	 or	 environment‐centered	 system.	 Such	 a	 system	 represents	 the	 location	 of	9 

entities	 (including	 the	 navigator)	 with	 respect	 to	 allothetic	 information	 like	 cardinal	10 

directions,	 the	geometry	of	 an	environment,	or	 geographical	 slant	 (Restat	 et	 al.,	 2004,	11 

Kelly	et	al.,	2008).	In	contrast,	the	egocentric	representational	system	is	centered	on	the	12 

cognizing	 subject.	 Thus,	 the	 description	 of	 object	 locations	 based	 on	 an	 egocentric	13 

representation	 depends	 on	 the	 position	 and	 orientation	 of	 the	 observer	 and	 changes	14 

according	to	navigators’	movements	(Klatzky,	1998).		15 

Imaging	 studies	 investigating	 the	 neural	 structures	 underlying	 distinct	 SRFs	16 

demonstrate	 a	 central	 role	 of	 medial	 temporal	 brain	 structures	 for	 allocentric	 SRFs	17 

(Maguire	 et	 al.,	 1998;	 Ekstrom	 et	 al.,	 2003;	Wolbers	 and	 Büchel,	 2005;	 Doeller	 et	 al.,	18 

2010;	Jacobs	et	al.,	2013;	Howard	et	al.,	2014).	The	use	of	an	egocentric	SRF,	in	contrast	19 

primarily	involves	the	parietal	cortex	which	integrates	self‐motion	cues	from	the	visual,	20 

vestibular,	and	kinesthetic	systems	(Bremmer	et	al.,	2001;	Cohen	and	Andersen,	2002;	21 

Seubert	et	al.,	2008).	The	retrosplenial	complex	(RSC),	comprising	the	caudal	cingulate	22 

cortex	(BA	29	and	30)	as	well	as	part	of	the	medial	parietal	cortex	(BA	23	and	31),	plays	23 

an	 important	 role	 in	 the	 exchange	 and	 integration	 of	 egocentric	 and	 allocentric	24 

information	(Byrne	et	al.,	2007;	Vann	et	al.,	2009;	Zhang	et	al.,	2012;	Dhindsa	et	al.,	2014)	25 

and	in	computing	heading	directions	based	on	local	landmarks	(Marchette	et	al.,	2014).	26 

Recently,	 our	 group	 demonstrated	 modulations	 of	 brain	 dynamics	 in	 the	 RSC	27 

accompanying	 the	use	of	an	allocentric	SRF	 (Gramann	et	al.,	2010;	Plank	et	al.,	2010).	28 

Power	modulations	 in	the	alpha	(8‐13	Hz)	 frequency	range	 in	the	RSC	correlated	with	29 

homing	accuracy	only	for	allocentric	navigators	(Chiu	et	al.,	2012).	Given	the	behavioral	30 

differences	dependent	on	individual	SRF	proclivities,	brain	dynamics	accompanying	use	31 

of	 distinct	 SRFs	might	 indicate	more	 general	 differences	 in	 individual	 spatial	 abilities	32 

(Just	and	Carpenter,	1985;	Gramann,	2013).		33 
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Egocentric	and	allocentric	spatial	representations	entail	different	information	that	1 

might	be	of	varying	relevance	when	navigating	different	environments	(Touretzky	and	2 

Redish,	1996;	Burgess,	2006;	Gramann,	2013).	However,	individuals	differ	with	respect	3 

to	their	preference	to	use	a	specific	SRF	or	a	subset	of	SRFs	during	navigation	(Gramann	4 

et	al.,	2005,	2012;	Bohbot	et	al.,	2007;	Riecke	and	Wiener,	2007;	Riecke,	2008;	Iglói	et	al.,	5 

2009;	Goeke	et	al.,	2013;	Gramann,	2013).	These	individual	reference	frame	proclivities	6 

can	 be	 observed	 even	 when	 the	 preferred	 reference	 frame	 is	 inadequate	 for	 a	 given	7 

situation	(Iaria	et	al.,	2003).	8 

The	present	study	analyzed	individual	SRF	proclivities	during	navigation	and	how	9 

these	impact	brain	dynamics	in	navigationally	relevant	brain	regions	including	the	RSC.	10 

In	 our	 previous	 studies	 we	 presented	 sparse	 visual	 flow	 without	 landmarks.	 As	 a	11 

consequence	of	the	absence	of	clear	allothetic	information,	some	navigators	might	have	12 

demonstrated	 a	 proclivity	 for	 an	 egocentric	 SRF.	 In	 contrast,	 other	 studies	 providing	13 

allothetic	 information	(Maguire	et	al.,	1998;	Janzen	and	van	Turennout,	2004;	Wolbers	14 

et	al.,	2004;	Bohbot	et	al.,	2007)	did	not	control	 for	differences	in	the	preferred	use	of	15 

distinct	 SRFs.	 The	 present	 study	 addressed	 individual	 differences	 in	 brain	 dynamics	16 

accompanying	 use	 of	 egocentric	 and	 allocentric	 SFRs	 during	 navigation	 in	 a	 highly	17 

structured	environment	including	allothetic	information.	Participants	performed	a	path	18 

integration	 task	 in	 an	 open	 maze‐like	 environment	 while	 the	 electroencephalogram	19 

(EEG)	 was	 recorded	 and	 subsequently	 analyzed	 using	 adaptive	 mixture	 independent	20 

component	 analysis	 (AMICA)	 to	 test	 how	 EEG	 activity	 was	 associated	 with	 reference	21 

frame‐specific	orientation	performance.	22 

	 	23 

Materials	and	Methods	24 

Participants	25 

Twenty‐one	right‐handed	male	participants	were	paid	for	the	experiment	(mean	age	=	26 

21	 years,	 sd	 =	 1.20	 years).	 None	 of	 the	 participants	 had	 a	 history	 of	 neurological	 or	27 

psychiatric	 disorders	 or	 a	 history	 of	 drug	 or	 alcohol	 abuse.	 All	 participants	 reported	28 

normal	or	 corrected	 to	normal	vision	and	sufficient	 sleep	 the	night	before	performing	29 

the	 experiment.	They	were	not	 aware	of	 the	hypotheses	 at	 the	 time	of	 testing	 and	 all	30 

participants	 gave	 their	 written	 informed	 consent	 to	 the	 procedure	 before	 the	31 

experiment.		32 

	33 
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Experimental	Paradigm	1 

Participants	 performed	 a	 2D	 virtual	 reality	 path	 integration	 task	 while	 sitting	2 

comfortably	in	a	dimly	room	with	a	viewing	distance	of	60	cm	from	a	24’'	LCD	screen.	3 

They	 always	 started	 from	 the	 same	 home	 position	 in	 the	 VR	 environment	 and	 were	4 

passively	 guided	 along	 different	 predefined	 trajectories	 through	 a	 highly	 structured	5 

virtual	 maze	 (see	 Figure	 1	 for	 examples	 of	 the	 maze).	 They	 were	 asked	 to	 maintain	6 

orientation	during	navigation	and,	at	the	end	of	a	passage,	to	point	back	to	the	starting	7 

position	(homing	task).		8 

	9 

**********	insert	Figure	1	here	**********	10 

	11 

In	each	trial,	participants	saw	visual	flow	indicating	forward	movements	in	space	12 

including	 straight	 segments	 before	 and	 after	 one	 stimulus	 turn	 to	 the	 left	 or	 right.	13 

Different	path	layouts	included	1,	2	or	3	straight	segments	before	the	stimulus	turn	and	14 

1,	 2,	 or	 3	 straight	 segments	 after	 the	 stimulus	 turn.	 The	 starting	 position	 was	 kept	15 

constant	 and	 18	 different	 goal	 positions	 could	 be	 reached	 by	 combining	 different	16 

numbers	of	straight	segments	before	and	after	the	stimulus	turn	(e.g.,	in	figure	1A,	goal	17 

position	 “a”	was	 reached	 by	 combining	 one	 straight	 segment	 before	 and	 one	 straight	18 

segment	after	the	stimulus	turn	while	end	position	“h”	was	realized	by	a	combination	of	19 

three	straight	segments	before	and	two	straight	segments	after	the	stimulus	turn).	Each	20 

of	 the	 possible	 combinations	was	 repeated	8	 times.	Movement	 speed	was	 adjusted	 to	21 

provide	 a	 smooth	 transition	with	 a	 general	 navigation	 speed	 of	 0.4	m/s.	 Before	 each	22 

stimulus	 turn	movement	slowed	down	until	 the	visual	 flow	stopped	and	subsequently	23 

indicated	a	turn	on	the	spot.	All	stimulus	turns	were	composed	of	either	a	positive	or	a	24 

negative	 90°	 rotation	 on	 the	 spot.	 After	 a	 turn,	 the	 visual	 flow	 pattern	 indicated	25 

acceleration	to	navigation	velocity,	which	was	kept	constant	until	the	end	of	the	passage	26 

where	 the	 visual	 flow	 pattern	 again	 slowed	 down.	 The	 acceleration	 and	 deceleration	27 

were	smooth	and	limited	to	a	time	period	of	1.06	sec.	Overall,	in	144	trials	participants	28 

were	randomly	moved	to	one	of	18	possible	end	positions.		29 

At	 the	 end	 of	 each	 path,	 a	 3D	 homing	 arrow	 was	 displayed	 (Figure	 1B),	 and	30 

participants	were	required	to	press	the	'left'	or	'right'	arrow	key	to	indicate	whether	the	31 

start	 position	 was	 either	 to	 their	 ‘rear	 right’	 or	 ‘rear	 left’	 relative	 to	 their	 current	32 

position	 at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 passage.	 This	 initial	 selection	 was	 used	 to	 determine	33 

participants’	 preferred	 reference	 frame	 for	 each	 single	 trial,	 i.e.	 whether	 participants	34 
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responded	based	on	an	allocentric	or	an	egocentric	reference	frame	(Chiu	et	al.,	2012).	1 

Previous	 studies	 demonstrated	 that	 participants	 using	 an	 egocentric	 reference	 frame	2 

update	their	cognitive	heading	and	point	back	to	their	left	after	a	visual	turn	to	the	left	3 

(see	 Figure	 1D).	 Participants	 using	 an	 allocentric	 reference	 frame,	 in	 contrast,	 would	4 

respond	based	on	their	physical	heading	 to	 indicate	 the	start	position	 to	be	 located	 to	5 

their	rear	right	after	a	turn	to	the	left	(Gramann	et	al.,	2005).	After	this	initial	key	press	6 

the	homing	arrow	started	rotating	and	participants	were	instructed	to	press	the	down	7 

key	when	 the	 desired	 homing	 angle	was	 reached.	 The	 second	 response	 indicated	 the	8 

individually	adjusted	homing	angle	and	allowed	for	computation	of	angular	information	9 

like	absolute	and	relative	homing	errors.	10 

	11 

Control	Condition.	At	the	beginning	of	each	experimental	block,	participants	first	saw	a	12 

picture	of	a	homing	arrow	pointing	 into	a	random	direction	(range:	 ‐180°	to	180°)	 for	13 

two	 seconds.	 Their	 task	was	 to	 remember	 the	 pointing	 direction	 of	 the	 arrow	 and	 to	14 

reproduce	this	orientation	at	the	end	of	a	control	navigation	passage.	During	the	control	15 

passages,	participants	saw	visual	flow	patterns	indicating	movement	through	the	maze	16 

along	 a	 path	 composed	 of	 random	 translations	 and	 turns	 for	 about	 1	 minute.	17 

Participants	were	asked	 to	 attend	 to	 the	visual	 flow	without	 actively	orienting.	At	 the	18 

end	of	the	passage,	a	3D	arrow	was	displayed	and	participants	had	to	adjust	the	arrow	19 

to	 match	 the	 initially	 presented	 arrow.	 This	 way,	 participants	 perceived	 visual	 flow	20 

during	 random	walks	 through	 the	 environment	without	 the	 need	 for	 spatial	 updating	21 

(Wolbers	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 Only	 the	 last	 1/3	 of	 movement	 during	 control	 passages	 (20	22 

seconds),	 were	 kept	 for	 further	 analysis	 to	 avoid	 inclusion	 of	 brain	 dynamics	23 

accompanying	unintentional	spatial	updating	by	the	participants	in	the	beginning	of	the	24 

1‐min	navigation	passage.	25 

	26 

Experimental	trials.	Participants	were	asked	 to	practice	 the	homing	and	control	 trial	27 

for	at	least	5	minutes	until	they	were	familiar	with	the	environment	and	the	input	device.	28 

Subsequently,	 each	participant	was	 required	 to	 complete	 4	 experimental	 blocks	 of	 36	29 

trials	 each	 with	 every	 block	 beginning	 with	 a	 control	 trial.	 In	 addition,	 each	30 

experimental	 block	 contained	 two	 filler	 trials	 with	 two	 stimulus	 turns	 to	 avoid	31 

participants	 from	 building	 expectations	 about	 path	 configurations	 and	 to	 keep	 them	32 

attending	to	the	task.	Between	experimental	blocks,	participants	could	take	a	break	for	33 

about	5‐10	minutes.		34 
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	1 

Strategy	 categorization	 and	 navigation	 performance.	 Participants	 were	 first	2 

classified	 as	Nonturners	 (using	 an	 allocentric	 reference	 frame)	 and	Turners	 (using	 an	3 

egocentric	reference	frame)	according	to	their	initial	homing	responses	(Gramann	et	al.,	4 

2005).	To	be	categorized	as	Turner	or	Nonturner,	participants	had	to	consistently	adjust	5 

a	strategy‐specific	homing	direction	on	at	least	80%	of	all	trials.	This	was	the	case	for	all	6 

21	participants	(mean	strategy‐consistent	adjustments	=	98.4%,	sd	=	2.1%)	resulting	in	7 

one	 group	 of	 9	 allocentric	 and	 one	 group	 of	 12	 egocentric	 participants.	 Trials	 with	8 

responses	 based	 on	 the	 non‐preferred	 strategy	 were	 excluded	 and	 only	 trials	 with	9 

strategy‐consistent	 responses	 were	 further	 analyzed.	 To	 investigate	 the	 difference	 in	10 

task	performance	between	participants	using	an	egocentric	or	an	allocentric	reference	11 

frame	 mean	 homing	 errors	 of	 the	 subsequent	 homing	 adjustments	 were	 analyzed.	12 

Homing	adjustments	were	defined	as	the	angular	adjustment	of	the	homing	arrow	based	13 

on	 the	 strategy‐specific	 reference	 frame.	 Homing	 errors	 were	 defined	 as	 the	 signed	14 

deviation	 from	the	expected	strategy‐specific	homing	adjustment	and	thus	allowed	 for	15 

investigating	over‐	and	underestimation	of	the	correct	homing	angle.	Trials	with	turns	to	16 

the	 left	 were	merged	with	 right‐turn	 trials	 after	 trials	 with	 homing	 errors	 exceeding	17 

three	 times	 the	 standard	 deviation	 of	 the	 individual	 mean	 error	 were	 removed	 as	18 

outliers.		19 

	20 

EEG	Recording	and	Analyses	21 

Physiological	 data	 were	 recorded	 using	 64	 Ag/AgCl	 electrodes.	 All	 electrodes	 were	22 

placed	in	an	elastic	cap	according	to	a	subset	of	a	10%	‐	system	with	impedances	below	23 

5kΩ.	EEG	data	were	 recorded	with	 Scan	NuAmps	Express	 system	 (Compumedics	 Ltd.,	24 

VIC,	Australia)	referenced	to	Cz	and	digitized	at	1	KHz	and	32‐bit	quantization	precision.		25 

	26 

EEG	Analyses.	The	 recorded	 EEG	 data	 were	 analyzed	 using	 the	 open	 source	 toolbox	27 

EEGLAB	(Delorme	and	Makeig,	2004)	(http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab).	EEG	data	from	64	28 

signals	 were	 first	 down‐sampled	 to	 250Hz	 and	 then	 filtered	 to	 remove	 frequencies	29 

above	50Hz	and	below	0.5	Hz.	The	 filtered	data	was	visually	 inspected	 in	 the	 channel	30 

and	 the	 time	 domain	 and	 noisy	 channels	 or	 short	 time	 periods	with	 bursts	 of	 higher	31 

frequencies	 resembling	 muscle	 artifacts	 were	 cleaned	 by	 manually	 marking	 and	32 

subsequently	removing	these	 from	the	continuous	data.	Noisy	channels	were	removed	33 

when	 channel	 data	 indicated	 no	 activity	 over	 longer	 time	 periods	 indicating	 ‘dead	34 
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channels’	 or	 when	 the	 channel	 data	 displayed	 strong	 deviation	 from	 neighboring	1 

channels	 over	 extended	 periods	 of	 time.	 On	 average,	 this	 led	 to	 the	 removal	 of	 4.4	2 

channels	(3.2	SD)	per	participant.	3 

After	 manually	 cleaning	 the	 data,	 independent	 component	 analysis	 (ICA)	 was	4 

applied	 to	 the	EEG	data	 in	 order	 to	 extract	 independent	 components	 (ICs)	 from	 scalp	5 

electrode	 signals	 reflecting	 maximally	 statistical	 independent	 source	 time	 series.	 An	6 

adaptive	mixture	 independent	 component	analysis	 (AMICA)	was	applied	using	default	7 

parameters	with	one	model	 (Palmer	 et	 al.,	 2006;	Delorme	et	 al.,	 2012).	An	equivalent	8 

current	 dipole	 model	 was	 then	 computed	 for	 each	 IC	 using	 DIPFIT2	 routines	 from	9 

EEGLAB	 (Oostenveld	 and	 Oostendorp,	 2002).	 ICs	 with	 residual	 variance	 of	 less	 than	10 

15%	for	the	equivalent	dipole	model	were	selected	for	component	clustering.	Epochs	of	11 

straight	 segments	 before	 the	 turn,	 the	 stimulus	 turn,	 and	 straight	 segments	 after	 the	12 

turn	were	extracted	from	IC‐activation	time	courses	of	each	navigation	trial	for	further	13 

time‐frequency	and	correlation	analysis.	14 

	15 

Time‐frequency	analysis	and	event‐related	spectral	perturbation	(ERSP)	statistics.	16 

Epochs	including	straight	segments	before	and	after	turns	as	well	as	segments	including	17 

a	turn	were	extracted	and	subsequently	ERSP	images	were	computed	by	converting	IC‐18 

activation	time	courses	of	the	extracted	epochs	to	the	frequency	domain.	To	this	end,	a	19 

moving	window	Fast	Fourier	Transform	(FFT)	with	a	window	length	of	128	points	and	20 

overlap	of	124	points	was	computed.	Because	straight	segments	before	and	after	a	turn	21 

could	be	of	different	length	dependent	on	the	final	position,	the	‘timewarp’	procedure	in	22 

EEGLAB	was	 used	 to	 linearly	 transform	 the	 ERSP	matrices	 in	 order	 to	 normalize	 the	23 

time	 length	difference	between	trials.	This	 included	 linear	warping	of	power	values	 to	24 

the	mean	 length	 of	 all	 epochs.	 Subsequently,	mean	 log	 power	 from	 control	 trials	was	25 

subtracted	to	compute	ERSP	images	showing	increases	and	decreases	in	spectral	power	26 

during	 the	 task	 as	 compared	 to	 the	 control	 condition	 (Makeig,	 1993).	 Finally,	 ERSP‐27 

images	of	all	epochs	of	the	trial	were	concatenated	into	the	grand	ERSP	time	course	for	28 

the	complete	navigation	phase.		29 

Using	bootstrapping,	a	nonparametric	permutation‐based	statistical	 test	with	 false	30 

discovery	rate	 (FDR)	multiple	 comparison	correction	 for	 controlling	 false	alarm,	 time‐31 

frequency	 points	 during	 navigation	 that	 did	 not	 differ	 significantly	 from	 control	 trial	32 

activity	were	masked	and	significant	(p<0.05)	perturbations	were	color‐coded.		33 

	34 
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Component	 clustering	 and	 cross‐subject	 analysis.	 Individual	 ICs	 were	 clustered	1 

based	 on	 the	 time	 course	 of	 event‐related	 potentials	 (ERPs),	 mean	 IC	 log	 spectra,	2 

equivalent	 dipole	 locations,	 event‐related	 spectral	 perturbation	 (ERSP),	 and	 intertrial	3 

coherence	(ITC),	replicating	the	setting	used	in	previous	studies	(Gramann	et	al.,	2010;	4 

Chiu	 et	 al.,	 2012).	Weighted	 IC	measures	were	 summed	 and	 compressed	 by	 principal	5 

component	 analysis	 (PCA)	 resulting	 in	 a	 25‐dimensional	 vector.	 Finally,	 ICs	 were	6 

clustered	by	applying	the	K‐means	algorithm	to	the	25‐dimensional	measure	clustering	7 

the	data	according	to	the	distance	of	measures	between	each	other	in	the	vector	space.	8 

The	K‐means	method	randomly	initials	the	centroid	of	clusters	and	updates	centroids	by	9 

minimizing	the	distance	within	and	maximizing	the	distance	between	clusters	ICs	with	a	10 

distance	 larger	 than	 three	 standard	 deviations	 from	 the	 final	 mean	 of	 any	 cluster	11 

centroid	were	marked	as	outlier	and	removed	from	the	analysis.	12 

From	an	initial	set	of	1,209	ICs	of	all	participants,	897	ICs	with	a	residual	variance	13 

of	 the	equivalent	dipole	model	of	 less	 than	15%	were	clustered.	Based	on	the	average	14 

number	of	remaining	ICs	for	all	participants,	the	number	of	resulting	clusters	returned	15 

by	k‐means	was	set	to	40	clusters.	Finally,	8	clusters	of	interest	with	a	total	of	149	ICs	16 

that	were	identified	as	brain	sources	based	on	the	dipole	model	 location	of	the	cluster	17 

centroids	were	selected	for	further	analysis.	Other	clusters	reflecting	muscle	activity	and	18 

eye‐movements	 or	 artifacts	 as	 well	 as	 brain	 clusters	 without	 task‐relevant	 power	19 

modulations	 were	 not	 considered	 further.	 The	 selected	 8	 clusters	 were	 located	 in	 or	20 

near	the	anterior	medial	frontal	cortex	(Cls	1;	x=‐1,	y=	37,	z=	33;	14	ICs,	11	participants),	21 

the	left	and	right	motor	cortex	(Cls	2:	x=‐41,	y=	‐16,	z=	44;	14	ICs,	12	participants	and	Cls	22 

3:	x=40,	y=	‐19,	z=	44;	20	ICs,	18	participants,	respectively),	the	left	and	right	superior	23 

parietal	cortex	(Cls	4:	x=‐17,	y=	‐37,	z=	42;	23	ICs,	17	participants,	and	Cls	5:	x=12,	y=	‐24 

41,	z=	39;	23	ICs,	19	participants,	respectively),	the	RSC	(Cls	6:	x=12,	y=	‐57,	z=	6;	18	ICs,	25 

12	participants),	 and	 the	middle	 occipital	 cortex	 (Cls	 7:	 x=7,	 y=	‐87,	 z=	 24;	 23	 ICs,	 17	26 

participants),	as	well	as	the	bilateral	occipital	cortex	(Cls	8:	x=21,	y=	‐87,	z=	12;	14	ICs,	27 

14	participants).	28 

For	 cross‐subject	 analysis,	 all	 epochs	 of	 ICs	 were	 concatenated	 from	 a	 cluster	29 

across	subjects	after	averaging	multiple	ICs	of	individual	participants	contributing	to	the	30 

same	cluster.	Subsequently	ERSPs	were	computed	on	the	concatenated	data	to	 further	31 

display	 the	 average	 ERSP	 of	 a	 component	 cluster	 (cross‐subject	 ERSP).	 For	 between‐32 

group	analysis,	we	 further	computed	 the	ERSP	of	Nonturners	and	Turners	as	well	 the	33 
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difference	 ERSP	 for	 each	 cluster	 and	 computed	 the	 significance	 of	 these	 differences	1 

using	bootstrapping	statistics	(p<0.05).		2 

	3 

Correlation	 analysis.	 In	 order	 to	 investigate	 functional	 aspects	 of	 brain	 dynamics	4 

during	the	navigation	task,	we	correlated	IC	spectral	power	in	different	frequency	bands	5 

of	 each	navigation	 segments	with	 the	homing	behavior.	The	baseline‐corrected	power	6 

values	of	the	ICs	of	interest	were	sorted	according	to	the	adjusted	homing	angles	in	each	7 

trial.	 Power	 values	 and	 homing	 angles	 of	 every	 5	 trials	 were	 average	 into	 bins.	8 

Subsequently	Pearson	correlations	between	homing	angles	and	power	values	in	specific	9 

frequencies	were	computed.	Likewise,	a	second	correlation	was	computed	to	investigate	10 

the	relation	between	homing	errors	and	spectral	power.	11 

	12 

Results	13 

Homing	performance	14 

Participants’	homing	responses	are	displayed	in	Fig.	1(C)	with	mean	expected	homing	15 

angles	 for	 both	 Turners	 and	 Nonturners	 indicated	 as	 dotted	 and	 straight	 line,	16 

respectively.	 Responses	 for	 increasingly	 lateral	 end	 positions	 were	 associated	 with	17 

increasing	 homing	 angles.	 However,	 homing	 responses	 for	 Turners	 and	 Nonturners	18 

consistently	 differed	 indicating	 that	 both	 strategy	 groups	 used	 a	 distinct	 reference	19 

frame	 for	 their	 homing	 responses	 even	 though	 the	 environment	 provided	 clear	20 

allothetic	information.	Turners,	using	an	egocentric	reference	frame,	indicated	homing	21 

directions	 into	 opposite	 directions	 as	 compared	 to	 homing	 responses	 of	 Nonturners,	22 

using	 an	 allocentric	 reference	 frame.	 Turning	 direction	 had	 no	 impact	 on	 homing	23 

accuracy	[F(1,	375)	=	0.560,	p	=	0.455,	eta2	=	0.001]	and	thus	left	and	right	turning	trials	24 

were	merged	for	a	2x9	mixed	model	ANOVA	(‘strategy’	x	 ‘end	Position’).	This	analysis	25 

revealed	significant	differences	in	homing	error	for	Turner	and	Nonturner	participants	26 

[F(1,	359)	=	16.568,	p	<	0.001,	eta2	=	0.030]	and	a	significant	interaction	of	strategy	and	27 

end	 position	 [F(8,	 359)	 =	 19.053,	 p	 <	 0.001,	 eta2	 =	 0.283].	 Nonturners	 were	 more	28 

accurate	 for	 less	eccentric	end	positions	 (18.4°,	26.5°,	and	33.6∘)	while	Turners	were	29 

more	accurate	for	higher	eccentricities	(above	45°).		30 

	31 

EEG	dynamics		32 
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Selected	clusters	of	 ICs	are	displayed	 in	Fig.	2	showing	equivalent	dipole	 locations	1 

projected	onto	the	MNI	brain	with	the	corresponding	scalp	map	for	each	cluster.	Mean	2 

ERSP	images	(Fig.	3)	display	significant	(p<0.05)	phasic	spectral	power	changes	during	3 

the	path	segments	compared	to	the	control	condition.		4 

	5 

************	insert	Figure	2	here	************	6 

	7 

Anterior	Cingulate	Cortex	Cluster.	 Prominent	 spectral	 perturbations	 in	 the	 theta	 (4‐8 

7Hz)	band	were	accompanied	by	power	increase	in	thebeta	(14‐30Hz)	and	gamma	band	9 

(>31Hz)	 in	 or	 near	 the	 anterior	 cingulate	 cortex	 (Cls	 1)	 during	 most	 path	 segments	10 

(shown	 in	 Fig.	 3B).	 Strong	 power	 increases	 in	 the	 theta	 band	 were	 evident	 for	 both	11 

Turners	and	Nonturners.	 In	 line	with	previous	research	(Bischof	and	Boulanger,	2003;	12 

Jaiswal	 et	 al.,	 2010),	 theta	 modulation	 in	 the	 anterior	 cingulate	 cortex	 was	 increased	13 

during	 critical	 phases	 of	 the	 navigation	 task.	 Turners	 exhibited	 significantly	 stronger	14 

theta	activity	compared	to	Nonturners	and	the	difference	between	the	strategy	groups	15 

was	significant	as	evident	from	the	difference	plots	(Fig.	3B	most	right	column).	Besides	16 

theta,	beta	power	modulations	were	observed	for	both	groups	during	navigation	in	the	17 

same	 cluster	 but	 without	 strategy‐specific	 differences.	 Finally,	 significant	 power	18 

modulations	in	the	gamma	range	were	observed	for	Turners	only	resulting	in	significant	19 

differences	between	strategy	groups.	20 

	21 

************	insert	Figure	3	here	************	22 

	23 

Motor	 Cortex	 Clusters.	 Alpha,	 and	 beta	 frequency	 bands	 demonstrated	 significant	24 

power	modulations	during	navigation	 in	or	near	 left	and	right	motor	cortices	(Fig.	3	C	25 

and	D).	While	 bursts	 of	 increased	 low	 frequency	power	were	 observed	 accompanying	26 

specific	 aspects	 of	 the	 paths,	 i.e.	 acceleration	 and	 deceleration	 at	 starting	 and	 turning	27 

points,	 alpha	 power	modulations	were	 observed	 over	 the	 complete	 navigation	 period.	28 

The	left	and	right	motor	cortex	demonstrated	increased	desynchronization	in	the	alpha	29 

frequency	 band	 (8‐13	 Hz)	 with	 different	 foci	 for	 the	 two	 strategy	 groups.	 Egocentric	30 

navigators	 revealed	 power	 modulations	 in	 the	 lower	 alpha	 band	 (8‐10	 Hz)	 while	31 

allocentric	navigators	demonstrated	power	modulations	in	the	higher	alpha	band	(10‐13	32 

Hz).	 This	 strategy‐specific	 difference	 in	 left	 motor	 cortex	 was	 significant.	 In	 addition,	33 

egocentric	navigators	revealed	stronger	synchronization	in	the	high	alpha/low	beta	(12‐34 
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14	 Hz)	 and	 the	 high	 beta	 band	 (20‐30	 Hz)	 whereas	 allocentric	 navigators	 did	 not	1 

demonstrate	 synchronizations	 in	 higher	 frequency	 bands.	 This	 resulted	 in	 additional	2 

significant	 differences	 in	 the	 beta	 band.	 For	 the	 right	 motor	 cluster,	 the	 strongest	3 

differences	were	observed	for	the	12‐14	Hz	frequency	band	with	significantly	stronger	4 

desynchronization	for	allocentric	navigators.	5 

	6 

Parietal	 Cortex	 Clusters.	 Both	 Turners	 and	 Nonturners	 revealed	 a	 significant	 wide‐7 

band	power	burst	 time‐locked	 to	 the	onset	of	movement	and	strong	bursts	 in	 the	 low	8 

frequency	band	 time‐locked	 to	acceleration	and	deceleration	phases	during	navigation	9 

in	or	near	bilateral	parietal	cortex	(Fig.	3	E	and	F).	Desynchronization	in	the	alpha	band	10 

and	 in	 its	 first	 harmonic	 frequency	 band	 became	 prominent	 before	 the	 stimulus	 turn	11 

accompanied	 by	 low	 frequency	 bursts	 in	 both	 parietal	 clusters.	 In	 or	 near	 the	 right	12 

parietal	 cortex,	 allocentric	 participants	 revealed	 alpha	 power	 increases	 during	 the	13 

turning	segment,	while	egocentric	participants	revealed	an	alpha	power	increase	during	14 

straight	segments	before	and	after	a	turn	supporting	previous	results	of	right‐literalized	15 

brain	activation	in	parietal	cortex	during	spatial	navigation	(Jacobs	et	al.,	2010;	White	et	16 

al.,	 2012).	 Strategy	differences	 in	 spectral	modulations	 in	 the	 left	parietal	 cortex	were	17 

significant	with	egocentric	navigators	revealing	stronger	alpha	desynchronization	in	the	18 

left	parietal	cortex	compared	to	allocentric	navigators.	19 

	 	20 

Retrosplenial	Cortex	Cluster.	With	 onset	 of	 motion,	 strong	wide‐band	 power	 bursts	21 

were	observed	in	or	near	the	retrosplenial	cortex	followed	by	broadband	alpha	and	beta	22 

desynchronization	up	to	the	deceleration	phase	before	a	stimulus	turn.	As	can	be	seen	in	23 

Fig.	 3	 G,	 shortly	 before	 and	 during	 the	 stimulus	 turn,	 strong	 higher	 alpha	 and	 beta	24 

synchronization	was	observed	 for	both	Turners	and	Nonturners.	However,	Nonturners	25 

using	 an	 allocentric	 reference	 frame	 revealed	 a	 significantly	 stronger	 alpha	26 

desynchronization	 as	 compared	 to	 Turners	 using	 an	 egocentric	 reference	 frame	 as	27 

indicated	 in	 the	 difference	 plot.	 In	 addition,	 the	 difference	 plots	 revealed	 bursts	 of	28 

increased	power	in	the	high	alpha/low	beta	bands	after	the	stimulus	turn	that	became	29 

most	prominent	at	the	end	of	the	passage	only	for	allocentric	participants.		30 

	31 

Occipital	Cortex	Clusters.	Alpha	power	(8‐13	Hz)	and	it	 first	harmonic	band	revealed	32 

significant	power	changes	in	or	near	occipital	cortex	for	egocentric	as	well	as	allocentric	33 

participants	 (Fig.	 3	H	 and	 I).	With	 onset	 of	 navigation,	 a	wide	 band	 power	 burst	was	34 
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observed	mirroring	 the	wide	 band	 burst	 in	 parietal	 and	 retrosplenial	 cortex	 for	 both	1 

strategies	 groups.	 During	 navigation	 alpha	 and	 its	 harmonic	 bands	 were	 significantly	2 

stronger	 suppressed	 for	 egocentric	 participants	 during	 straight	 segments	 before	 and	3 

after	 the	 turn.	 During	 the	 stimulus	 turn	 a	 stronger	 alpha	 synchronization	 set	 in	 for	4 

allocentric	 navigators.	 After	 the	 stimulus	 turn,	 alpha	was	 again	 suppressed	 in	 or	 near	5 

bilateral	occipital	cortex	(Fig.	3I).		6 

	7 

EEG	Dynamics	related	to	Homing	Performance		8 

Time‐frequency	 analyses	 of	 brain	 dynamics	 of	 independent	 component	 clusters	9 

revealed	 path	 integration	 to	 be	 associated	 with	 activity	 in	 a	 wide	 spread	 cortical	10 

network,	with	modulations	in	distinct	frequency	bands	for	both	Turners	and	Nonturners	11 

during	 navigation.	 To	 further	 investigate	 the	possible	 role	 of	modulations	 in	 different	12 

frequency	bands	associated	with	the	use	of	distinct	reference	frames	during	navigation,	13 

Pearson	correlations	between	EEG	power	in	different	frequencies	during	navigation	and	14 

homing	behavior	(adjustments	and	errors)	after	navigation	were	computed.	To	control	15 

for	 false	 positives	 multiple	 comparisons	 were	 corrected	 using	 FDR.	 EEG	 power	 in	16 

different	 frequency	 bands	 showed	 significant	 (p<0.05)	 correlations	 with	 homing	17 

performance	 in	 several	 brain	 regions	 including	 parietal,	 motor,	 retrosplenial	 and	18 

occipital	cortex.	In	this	study,	the	homing	performance	showed	the	strongest	correlation	19 

with	theta	and	alpha	modulations	and	was	most	prominent	 in	retrosplenial	 (Figure	4)	20 

and	left	motor	cortex	(Figure	5).	Figure	4	displays	correlations	coefficients	of	EEG	power	21 

changes	in	retrosplenial	cortex	with	homing	adjustments	for	each	navigation	phase	for	22 

Nonturners,	using	an	allocentric	SRF.	The	significant	correlation	in	retrosplenial	cortex	23 

was	found	only	for	Nonturner	participants.		24 

	25 

************	insert	Figure	4	here	************	26 

	27 

EEG	modulation	 in	 the	 theta	 band	 in	 or	 near	 the	 retrosplenial	 cortex	 revealed	28 

significant	 correlations	 with	 allocentric	 homing	 adjustments.	 A	 strong	 theta	29 

synchronization	 with	 onset	 of	 movement	 led	 to	 an	 overall	 positive	 correlation	 with	30 

homing	 adjustments.	 During	 later	 phases	 of	 the	 navigation	 task,	 theta	 modulations	31 

revealed	 a	 negative	 correlation	 with	 homing	 adjustments,	 i.e.	 more	 pronounced	32 

desynchronization	 in	 the	 frequency	 range	 between	 4	 and	 7	 Hz	 were	 observed	 for	33 

increasingly	 eccentric	 homing	 adjustments.	 Beside	 theta,	 the	 alpha	 frequency	 band	34 
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demonstrated	 significant	 negative	 correlations	 with	 allocentric	 homing	 adjustments	1 

throughout	 the	 navigation	 phase.	 Modulations	 in	 12‐14	 Hz	 also	 revealed	 significant	2 

negative	 correlations	 with	 homing	 adjustments	 during	 navigation	 of	 the	 straight	3 

segments	 before	 and	 after	 the	 stimulus	 turn	 while	 no	 significant	 correlation	 was	4 

observed	during	the	turn.	The	high	alpha/low	beta	(12‐14	Hz)	modulation	during	the	5 

turn	 correlated	 positively	 with	 homing	 errors	 for	 Nonturners.	 The	 alpha,	 theta,	 and	6 

beta	modulation	 remained	 significantly	 correlated	 to	homing	 angles	 after	 eliminating	7 

the	influence	of	homing	errors	by	partial‐correlations.	While	significant	correlations	of	8 

power	 modulations	 in	 RSC	 were	 observed	 for	 allocentric	 navigators,	 no	 such	9 

relationship	was	observed	for	Turners.		10 

	11 

************	insert	Figure	5	here	************	12 

	13 

Figure	5	displays	correlations	coefficients	of	alpha	power	changes	in	left	motor	cortex	14 

with	homing	adjustments	during	different	navigation	phases	for	participants	using	an	15 

allocentric	or	 an	egocentric	 SRF.	A	 strong	positive	 correlation	of	 the	 alpha	 frequency	16 

band	 during	 the	 complete	 navigation	 period	 was	 observed	 for	 Nonturners.	 In	 other	17 

words,	 trials	 that	were	associated	with	 larger	homing	errors	 revealed	 stronger	 alpha	18 

power	 in	or	near	 the	 left	motor	cortex.	 In	contrast,	negative	correlations	of	 the	alpha	19 

frequency	band	were	observed	for	Turners	in	or	near	the	left	motor	cortex	during	the	20 

complete	 navigation	period.	 The	different	 correlation	pattern	 for	 the	 strategy	 groups	21 

suggests	 that	 the	self‐motion	 information	 in	motor	cortex	has	different	effects	on	 the	22 

use	of	allocentric	and	egocentric	SRF.		23 

The	correlations	of	alpha	power	and	homing	errors	in	the	left	motor	cluster	and	24 

the	 retrosplenial	 cluster	were	observed	during	 similar	navigation	phases	with	higher	25 

correlations	 during	 the	 first	 straight	 segment	 compared	 to	 the	 following	 straight	26 

segments	 before	 the	 turn	 and	 the	 strongest	 correlations	 before	 the	 stimulus	 turn.	 In	27 

summary,	 EEG	 activities	 in	 or	 near	 retrosplenial	 cortex	 demonstrated	 a	 linear	28 

relationship	 to	 homing	 adjustment	 while	 EEG	 activities	 in	 or	 near	 motor	 cortex	29 

revealed	a	linear	relationship	with	homing	errors.	30 

	31 

Discussion	32 
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Previous	studies	suggested	a	fronto‐parietal	network	to	subserve	the	computation	1 

of	 allocentric	 and	 egocentric	 reference	 frames	 (Galati	 et	 al.,	 2000;	Zaehle	 et	 al.,	 2007)	2 

with	prefrontal	areas	and	the	ACC	subserving	diverse	navigation‐related	functions	such	3 

as	working	memory,	attention,	and	route	planning	(Spiers	and	Maguire,	2006;	Simons	et	4 

al.,	2008;	González‐Burgos	et	al.,	2012).	In	the	present	study,	a	cluster	in	or	near	the	ACC	5 

revealed	 significant	 theta	 band	 synchronization	 reflecting	 spatial	 working	 memory	6 

demands	 to	 compute	 and	 maintain	 participants’	 spatial	 representation	 for	 successful	7 

path	 integration.	 Strong	 increases	 in	 theta	 power	 shortly	 before	 and	 during	 stimulus	8 

turns	may	reflect	increasing	task	demands	associated	with	upcoming	and	actual	heading	9 

changes.	These	 findings	 replicate	previous	 reports	of	 increased	 theta	power	 in	 frontal	10 

cortex	 during	more	 demanding	 navigation	 periods	 (Kahana	 et	 al.,	 1999;	 Caplan	 et	 al.,	11 

2003).	Turners	demonstrated	stronger	theta	activity	compared	to	Nonturners.	This	is	in	12 

line	 with	more	 information	 that	 has	 to	 be	 updated	 based	 on	 an	 egocentric	 reference	13 

frame,	 including	 position	 and	 orientation	 changes	with	 each	 rotation	 and	 translation,	14 

while	 an	 allocentric	 reference	 frame	 requires	 only	 updating	 of	 position	 but	 not	15 

orientation	 of	 the	 navigator	 (Klatzky,	 1998).	 As	 a	 consequence,	 egocentric	 spatial	16 

updating	of	 the	self	 requires	more	working	memory	resources	 than	allocentric	 spatial	17 

updating	(Spiers,	2008).		18 

The	present	study	 further	demonstrated	significant	 task‐related	alpha	modulation	19 

in	 the	 parietal	 cortex.	 Modulation	 of	 alpha	 power	 in	 the	 parietal	 cortex	 has	 been	20 

previously	observed	during	spatial	learning	and	maintenance	of	orientation	(Gramann	et	21 

al.,	2010;	Plank	et	al.,	2010;	Snider	et	al.,	2013).	In	the	present	study,	alpha	and	the	first	22 

harmonic	 were	 suppressed	 before	 stimulus	 turns	 in	 the	 right	 parietal	 region.	 This	23 

desynchronization	might	reflect	an	increase	in	spatial	attention	to	integrate	information	24 

based	on	perceived	visual	flow	with	a	representation	of	the	navigators’	position.	During	25 

the	 subsequent	 stimulus	 turn,	Nonturners	 revealed	 significantly	 stronger	 alpha	power	26 

compared	 to	 Turners.	 This	 suggests	 that	 the	 right	 parietal	 cortex	might	 be	 less	 active	27 

during	actual	heading	changes	 in	allocentric	navigators	to	allow	integration	of	heading	28 

changes	 with	 allocentric	 representations.	 This	 is	 supported	 by	 studies	 observing	29 

stronger	activation	in	the	right	parietal	cortex	in	virtual	navigation	task	in	environments	30 

with	 clear	 allothetic	 information	 (Jacobs	 et	 al.,	 2010;	White	 et	 al.,	 2012)	 and	 specific	31 

activation	 of	 right	 parietal	 structures	 for	 processing	 of	 allocentric	 spatial	 information	32 

and	 visual	 spatial	 attention	 (Zaehle	 et	 al.,	 2007;	 Shulman	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 Besides	 alpha	33 

modulation,	 low	 frequency	modulations	were	observed	 in	parietal	 areas.	Theta	bursts	34 
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time	 locked	 to	 acceleration	 and	 deceleration	 phases	 of	 the	 movement	 revealed	 no	1 

differences	between	Turners	and	Nonturners.	These	low	frequency	bursts	likely	reflect	2 

processing	 of	 spatial	 information	 related	 to	 self‐motion	 irrespective	 of	 the	 spatial	3 

reference	 frame	 used	 for	 navigation.	 Task‐related	 modulations	 in	 distinct	 frequency	4 

bands	 located	 in	 the	 parietal	 cortex	 point	 to	 functionally	 distinct	 roles	 (e.g.,	 motion	5 

perception	and	visuo‐spatial	attention)	of	these	bands	for	spatial	navigation.	6 

Besides	 the	 parietal	 cortex,	 the	 motor	 cortex	 demonstrated	 strong	 power	7 

modulation	 in	 the	alpha	 frequency	band.	Alpha	modulations	 in	 left	motor	 cortex	were	8 

negatively	 correlated	with	 Turner’s	 homing	 errors	 for	 nearly	 the	 complete	 navigation	9 

phase.	Alpha	desynchronization	was	more	pronounced	when	Turners	overestimated	the	10 

homing	 angle	 and	 less	 pronounced	 when	 they	 underestimated	 the	 homing	 angle.	11 

Assuming	 alpha	 suppression	 to	 reflect	 motor	 cortex	 activity	 during	 real	 or	 imagined	12 

movement	 (Pfurtscheller	 and	 Klimesch,	 1991),	 stronger	 simulation	 of	 rotation	 during	13 

stimulus	 turns	 could	 explain	 overestimation	 of	 homing	 angles.	 Less	 pronounced	14 

imagined	rotations,	in	contrast,	would	lead	to	underestimations.	In	addition,	correlations	15 

of	alpha	modulation	with	homing	error	were	positive	for	allocentric	navigators.	This	is	a	16 

surprising	 finding	 since	 the	 associated	 simulated	 motor	 action	 is	 assumed	 to	 be	 less	17 

pronounced	 for	 Nonturners.	 Nonturners	 demonstrated	 accurate	 homing	 performance	18 

with	 low	 alpha	 changes	 in	 motor	 cortex.	 Stronger	 alpha	 power	 changes	 were	19 

accompanied	by	 larger	homing	errors	 for	 trials	with	both	under‐and	over‐estimations.	20 

This	 implies	 that	 allocentric	 navigators	 perform	 best	with	 a	moderate	 input	 from	 the	21 

motor	 cortex.	 Stronger	 involvement	 of	 motor	 cortex	 as	 reflected	 in	 higher	 alpha	22 

desynchronization	might	indicate	too	much	resources	used	for	egocentric	computations	23 

that	interfere	with	the	computation	of	an	allocentric	representation.	In	summary,	while	24 

egocentric	navigators	seem	to	make	use	of	 information	derived	 from	motor	cortex,	 for	25 

allocentric	navigators	an	increasing	reliance	on	this	information	seemed	to	conflict	with	26 

the	allocentric	response	mode.		27 

Most	 prominent	 in	 the	 current	 study	was	 the	 activity	 pattern	 in	 or	 near	 the	RSC.	28 

Studies	on	spatial	navigation	demonstrated	the	involvement	of	the	RSC	in	various	kinds	29 

of	 navigation	 tasks	 (Maguire,	 2001;	 Spiers	 and	 Maguire,	 2006;	 Vann	 et	 al.,	 2009),	30 

especially	 in	 tasks	 requiring	 transformation	 of	 egocentric	 and	 allocentric	 information	31 

into	alternative	reference	frames	(Byrne	et	al.,	2007;	Vann	et	al.,	2009;	Zhang	et	al.,	2012;	32 

Dhindsa	et	al.,	2014).	Previous	studies	also	showed	modulations	of	the	alpha	frequency	33 

band	(8‐13	Hz)	during	spatial	navigation	 in	or	near	RSC	(Gramann	et	al.,	2010).	 In	 the	34 
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present	study,	both	strategy	groups	demonstrated	task‐related	alpha	desynchronization	1 

in	 the	RSC	during	 straight	 segments	before	 and	after	 the	 stimulus	 turn.	 In	 contrast	 to	2 

previous	 studies	we	 also	 found	 alpha	 synchronization	 during	 stimulus	 turns	 for	 both	3 

strategy	 groups.	 In	 the	 present	 study	 all	 stimulus	 turns	 had	 a	 constant	 angle	 of	 90	4 

degrees	and	rotations	happened	on	the	spot.	While	the	stimulus	turns	were	not	central	5 

to	 compute	 changes	 in	 position,	 they	 still	 contained	 changes	 in	 visual	 flow	 based	 on	6 

allothetic	spatial	information.	Thus,	during	all	segments	of	a	passage	sufficient	allothetic	7 

information	 in	 form	of	a	structured	environment	was	present	and	allowed	 to	compute	8 

position	and	bearing	from	the	start.	Therefore	we	interpret	alpha	suppression	in	the	RSC	9 

to	 be	 functionally	 equivalent	 with	 alpha	 suppression	 in	 other	 cortical	 areas	 like	 the	10 

parietal	 or	 occipital	 cortices	 in	 that	 it	 indicates	 activation	 of	 RSC	 to	 process	 incoming	11 

(spatial)	information	(Pfurtscheller	and	Lopes	da	Silva,	1999).		12 

Alpha	 modulation	 in	 the	 RSC	 correlated	 with	 homing	 performance	 only	 in	13 

allocentric	 navigators	 revealing	 larger	 homing	 angles	 to	 be	 accompanied	 by	 stronger	14 

alpha	 suppression.	 Together	 with	 alpha	 suppression	 during	 straight	 segments	 in	15 

occipital	cortex	and	low	frequency	synchronization	in	right‐parietal	cortex	this	pattern	16 

provides	further	evidence	that	alpha	suppression	in	the	RSC	is	central	to	computing	and	17 

maintaining	 an	 allocentric	 positional	 representation	 by	 combining	 visual‐flow	18 

information	from	occipital	and	parietal	regions	(Vann	et	al.,	2009)	with	allothetic	cues	to	19 

map	 egocentric	 viewpoints	 onto	 an	 allocentric	 reference	 frame	 (Knight	 and	 Hayman,	20 

2014).	 Our	 results	 support	 the	 notion	 that	 alpha	 desynchronization	 in	 RSC	 during	21 

straight	 segments	 reflects	 integration	 of	 egocentric	 self‐motion	 with	 a	 constant	22 

allocentric	 heading	 representation	 and	 possibly	 other	 allocentric	 locational	23 

representations.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 alpha	 (8‐13	 Hz)	 desynchronization,	 we	 found	24 

synchronizations	 of	 the	 high	 alpha/low	 beta	 (12‐14	 Hz)	 frequency	 range	 during	25 

stimulus	turns	for	both	strategy	groups.	The	stimulus	turn	in	the	present	study	involved	26 

on	the	spot	rotations,	unlike	previous	studies	that	also	included	translations	during	the	27 

turn.	Recent	results	from	Gomez	and	colleagues	showed	stronger	RSC	activation	during	28 

rotation	 at	 a	 fixed	 position	 compare	 to	 a	 continuous	movement	 (Gomez	 et	 al.,	 2014).	29 

Therefore,	 the	shift	of	synchronization	 from	the	alpha	band	to	a	higher	 frequency	may	30 

indicate	a	distinct	underlying	cognitive	process	for	orientation	changes.		31 

Taken	together,	 the	task‐related	modulations	of	different	 frequencies	 in	RSC	imply	32 

two	 different	 modes	 of	 retrosplenial	 activity:	 One	 mode,	 reflected	 in	 alpha	33 

desynchronization,	 indicates	 the	continuous	 integration	of	ego‐motion	with	allocentric	34 
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reference	 frames	 (e.g.,	 with	 respect	 to	 environmental	 boundaries).	 The	 RSC	 receives	1 

information	 on	 ego‐motion	 from	 occipital	 and	 parietal	 cortices	 processing	 visual	 flow	2 

changes	 (Vann	 et	 al.,	 2009;	Knight	 and	Hayman,	 2014).	This	 information	 is	 integrated	3 

with	 allocentric	 reference	 frames	 to	 provide	 information	 on	 changes	 in	 position	 and	4 

orientation	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 initial	 position	 and	 heading	 direction	 as	 long	 as	 the	5 

navigator	moves	 in	 the	environment	or	whenever	 the	current	position	and	orientation	6 

has	to	be	retrieved	for	further	computations.	A	second	mode,	reflected	in	modulations	of	7 

the	 higher	 alpha/lower	 beta	 band	 (12‐14	 Hz),	 subserves	 the	 computation	 and	8 

maintenance	of	allocentric	heading	itself	(Byrne	et	al.,	2007;	Gomez	et	al.,	2014).	This	is	9 

most	 pronounced	 during	 actual	 heading	 changes	 but	 becomes	 necessary	 whenever	10 

allocentric	heading	is	used	to	align	information	coded	in	an	egocentric	SRF	(e.g.,	visual	11 

flow)	that	is	misaligned	with	the	allocentric	heading	representation.	In	the	present	task,	12 

the	second	mode	would	be	present	during	the	turning	segment	and	after	the	turn	when	13 

egocentric	visual	flow	was	misaligned	with	the	initial	reference	direction.		14 

In	conclusion,	differences	in	reference	frame	proclivity	were	replicated	in	this	new	15 

task,	using	a	clearly	structured	environment	with	allothetic	information.	Thus,	individual	16 

reference	frame	proclivities	are	not	easily	influenced	by	allothetic	information	and	might	17 

indicate	 more	 general	 differences	 in	 spatial	 abilities	 (Gramann,	 2013).	 Successful	18 

navigation	was	associated	with	activity	in	a	wide	cortical	network.	Egocentric	navigators	19 

showed	 significantly	 stronger	 theta	 power	 increases	 in	 the	medial	 frontal	 cortex	 and	20 

beta	 increases	 in	 motor	 cortex.	 Nonturners,	 in	 contrast,	 demonstrated	 significantly	21 

stronger	alpha	modulation	in	the	RSC,	parietal,	and	occipital	cortex.	Alpha	oscillation	in	22 

the	RSC	and	motor	cortex	of	allocentric	navigators	revealed	significant	correlations	with	23 

homing	angles	 and	homing	errors,	 respectively.	The	 results	 support	 the	 claim	 that	 the	24 

retrosplenial	 cortex	 is	 central	 to	 computing	 heading	 and	 translating	 egocentric	 and	25 

allocentric	spatial	information	into	different	reference	frames.	Modulations	in	the	alpha	26 

and	 the	 high	 alpha/low	 beta	 band	with	 different	 time	 courses	 in	 RSC	 further	 provide	27 

first	 evidence	 of	 these	 two	 distinct	 neural	 processes	 reflecting	 translation	 of	 spatial	28 

information	 based	 on	 distinct	 reference	 frames	 and	 computation	 and	maintenance	 of	29 

heading	changes,	respectively.	30 
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Figure	Legends	1 

Figure	1:	Experiment	design	and	behavior	results.	(A)	The	virtual	maze	was	a	grid‐like	2 

navigation	environment	composed	by	7	columns	and	5	rows	displayed	as	road.	For	each	3 

stonewall	 structure	 displayed	 at	 the	 intersection	 of	 the	 grid,	 the	 squares	 in	 the	4 

underlying	grid	were	randomly	eliminated	with	a	probability	of	0.8	(showed	as	the	dash	5 

squares).	 The	 irregularities	 in	 these	 wall	 structures	 were	 created	 to	 increase	 the	6 

complexity	 of	 the	 environment.	 Participants	 started	 form	 the	 homing	 position	 (star	7 

symbol)	following	the	guiding	arrow	to	one	of	the	destination	(the	crossroad	marked	as	8 

a‐i	and	a‐i).	(B)	Screenshots	of	homing	task	and	control	task.	The	homing	task	required	9 

subject	to	keep	their	orientation	during	the	navigation	phase,	6‐14	sec	depending	on	the	10 

path	 length	 until	 the	 end	 position	 was	 reached.	 The	 control	 task	 provided	 about	 60	11 

seconds	of	visual	flow	during	random	walk	through	the	same	environment.	(C)	Circular	12 

mean	homing	responses	for	each	participant	for	destination	a‐i	and	a‐i.	Solid	gray	lines	13 

and	bold	grey	 line	 indicate	responses	and	mean	response	 for	Nonturners,	respectively.	14 

Dotted	 lines	 and	 bold	 dotted	 line	 indicate	 responses	 and	mean	 response	 for	 Turners,	15 

respectively.	 Circular	 markers	 display	 expected	 homing	 angles	 for	 Turners	 and	16 

Nonturners.	 (D)	 Illustration	of	 homing	 responses	of	Nonturners	 (dark	 grey	head)	 and	17 

Turners	(light	grey	head)	at	the	end	of	a	passage.	For	a	path	with	one	turn	(to	the	right	in	18 

this	 figure)	 the	 homing	 directions	 differ	 for	 Turners	 and	Nonturners	with	 the	 former	19 

strategy	 group	 pointing	 back	 and	 to	 their	 right	 and	 the	 later	 strategy	 group	 pointing	20 

back	and	to	their	left.		21 

	22 

Figure	 2:	 Dipole	 locations	 of	 independent	 component	 clusters	 and	 respective	 mean	23 

scalp	 maps.	 The	 middle	 row	 displays	 equivalent	 dipole	 models	 of	 each	 independent	24 

component	 (with	 small	 spheres)	 and	 the	 centroids	 of	 each	 component	 cluster	 (big	25 

spheres)	 projected	 onto	 the	 standard	 brain.	 The	 average	 scalp	map	 of	 each	 cluster	 is	26 

displayed	 and	 color‐coded	 corresponding	 to	 the	 color‐coding	 used	 for	 the	 dipoles	27 

models.	 For	 each	 cluster	 the	 number	 of	 participants	 and	 the	 number	 of	 ICs	 is	 given.	28 

Cluster	 centroids	 are	 located	 in	 or	 near	 the	 anterior	 frontal	 cortex	 (Cls	 1),	 left	motor	29 

cortex	 (Cls	 2),	 right	 motor	 cortex	 (Cls	 3),	 left	 posterior	 parietal	 cortex	 (Cls	 4),	 right	30 

posterior	parietal	cortex	(Cls	6),	retrosplenial	cortex	(Cls	6),	occipital	cortex	(cls	7,	8).		31 

	32 

Figure	 3:	 Event‐related	 spectral	 perturbation	 (ERSP)	 of	 brain	 dynamics	 for	 selected	33 
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clusters.	(A)	Top	row	of	screen	shots	displays	different	segments	of	a	passage	for	both	1 

egocentric	 and	 allocentric	 participants.	 Straight:	 following	 the	 guiding	 arrow	 to	move	2 

forward.	Deceleration:	approaching	 the	 turn	and	slowing	down	to	prepare	 for	 turning.	3 

Turn:	turning	on	the	spot.	Straight:	 following	the	guiding	arrow	to	move	forward.	End:	4 

approaching	to	the	end	and	slowing	down	to	stop.	(B)‐(I)	Left	panel:	Mean	cluster	scalp	5 

maps	 of	 selected	 clusters.	 The	 second	 and	 third	 panel	 display	 ERSPs	 for	 Turners	 and	6 

Nonturners	 during	 the	 passages	 for	 different	 clusters,	 respectively.	 The	 significant	7 

(p<0.05)	 increases	 or	 decreases	 in	 EEG	 power	 in	 different	 frequency	 band	 of	 each	8 

component	cluster	over	the	navigation	period	are	color‐coded	with	significant	increases	9 

in	power	relative	to	the	control	condition	coded	in	red	colors	and	significant	decreases	10 

in	 power	 as	 compared	 to	 the	 control	 condition	 coded	 in	 blue	 colors.	 The	 last	 column	11 

shows	the	difference	ERSP	between	Turners	and	Nonturners.	12 

	13 

Figure	 4:	 A)	 Screen	 shots	 displaying	 different	 segments	 of	 a	 passage.	 B)	 ERSP	 of	14 

allocentric	participants	with	 cluster	 ICs	 located	 in	 or	near	 the	RSC.	 Color‐coding	 as	 in	15 

figure	 3.	 C‐E)	 Correlation	 coefficients	 computed	 between	 event‐related	 spectral	16 

perturbations	(ERSP)	and	homing	adjustments	 for	allocentric	participants	 in	theta	(C),	17 

alpha	(D),	and	the	high	alpha/low	beta	(E)	frequency	band.	(F)	Correlation	coefficients	18 

computed	between	homing	error	and	power	changes	for	allocentric	participants	in	the	19 

low	beta	frequency	band.	*:	p<0.05,	**:	p<0.01	(all	p	FDR	corrected).	20 

	21 

Figure	 5:	 Correlation	 coefficients	 computed	 between	 event‐related	 spectral	22 

perturbations	 (ERSP)	 and	homing	 errors	 of	 allocentric	 and	 egocentric	 participants	 for	23 

the	 left	motor	cluster.	 (A)	Screen	shots	displaying	different	segments	of	a	passage.	 (B)	24 

ERSP	of	allocentric	and	egocentric	participants	for	the	cluster	with	its	centroid	located	in	25 

or	 near	 the	 left	motor	 cluster.	 Color‐coding	 as	 in	 figure	 3.	 Correlation	 plot	 of	 homing	26 

error	and	power	changes	of	in	alpha	frequency	band	as	showed	for	Nonturners	(C)	and	27 

Turners	(D).	*:	p<0.05,	**:	p<0.01	(all	FDR	corrected).	28 

	29 

	30 

	31 

	 	32 
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